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EMC DOCUMENTUM ON NETAPP STORAGE SOLUTIONS
NetApp has created a family of storage solutions with integrated data protection that will help you to
store, manage, and secure your Documentum content in a cost-efficient and high-performance
environment. When content is deployed on NetApp® storage solutions, you can rest assured that your
Documentum landscape has the highest levels of data protection and storage efficiency. Learn more

about our technologies at www.netapp.com.
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ABSTRACT

Managing structured and unstructured content is one of the largest challenges faced by
companies today. The majority of corporate data is unstructured and found in spreadsheets,
presentations, media files, word processing documents, and numerous other file formats. Modern
companies must enable information access to workers, business partners, customers, and
applications across the enterprise in order to increase business efficiency and automate business
processes while simultaneously reducing costs and increasing competitive advantages.
The EMC Documentum® product family provides a suite of enterprise content management
(ECM) software solutions that bring automation and intelligence to the creation, management,
personalization, and business processes to office documents, Web pages, XML files, and rich
media files in a highly scalable and customizable content platform. NetApp provides the
necessary enterprise storage platform and services to store, manage, and protect the numerous
data types underlying the entire Documentum system. By taking advantage of the tight integration
of Documentum with NetApp storage systems, you can create a scalable and cost-effective ECM
platform that is highly available and secure.
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This document introduces the enabling NetApp technologies that will help you to deploy and
manage Documentum for your corporate content management requirements. It is intended to
serve as an introduction to NetApp storage efficiencies and data protection policies and to
illustrate how these capabilities can be mapped to an enterprise landscape of production,
development, and test/QA Documentum servers. This paper is designed for IT influencers and
decision makers who will make recommendations and investigate technologies that will address
their ECM needs. It is not intended as a replacement for Documentum manuals or proper product
training. Consult with your NetApp sales representative or certified partner for further technical
assistance and guidance.
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INTRODUCTION

It is often advantageous for an enterprise to combine both Web content management and
document management or imaging in the same application as enterprise content management
(ECM). Some configurations are motivated by only lifecycle management, others by simple Web
content management. New government legislation, including FRCP Rule 26, Sarbanes-Oxley,
HIPAA, and 21CFR Part 11, as well as industry data security standards such as PCI, have raised
awareness of the critical business need for a regulatory compliance and advanced archival
platform. Government and other regulatory requirements can be addressed while simultaneously
realizing significant business and technology benefits through intelligent data management,
easier storage management, and simplified backup and recovery solutions. A Documentum
landscape built on NetApp storage services provides an excellent top-to-bottom platform for
enterprise content management.
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REFERENCE INFRASTRUCTURE

NetApp has redefined the challenge of protecting and retrieving your data quickly by creating a
unified storage architecture, with support for file and block protocols from a single storage software
platform. Regardless of whether you need to access your data using NAS (NFS, CIFS) protocols
or SAN (FC, FCoE, iSCSI) protocols, a unified storage platform can reduce training, improve
asset utilization, and simplify data protection and management.
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Figure 1 illustrates how such a platform could be deployed, at a conceptual level, on a NetApp storage
system with support for the Documentum binaries, index, database, and file stores. These storage
volumes can be contained within a single storage controller or spread across multiple storage devices.

Figure 1) NetApp reference architecture for Documentum.

Because the same storage system can also support FCP, FCoE, or iSCSI for SAN in addition to
NFS and CIFS for NAS, your overall ECM environment is simple and fast. For example, your
Documentum platform will require database storage capable of supporting intense reads and
writes, perhaps on a SAN, that could be shared with the Documentum index server, while your
Documentum content stores could be placed on standard or write once, read many (WORM)
volumes accessible by CIFS and NFS, allowing multiple content servers to access the same
content simultaneously. All this can be deployed on the same storage system or similar systems
that use the same management tools. Because NetApp storage is flexible, you can deploy and
manage fewer storage systems, and you get outstanding performance and data availability from
each deployed system.
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NETAPP FOUNDATION

NetApp solutions are based on Data ONTAP®, a highly optimized and scalable operating system
for NetApp FAS and V-Series systems providing a complete data management environment.
Data ONTAP supports multiple open protocols to provide cross-platform support and a unified
storage architecture. NetApp systems support all the common NAS and SAN protocols from a
single platform, so all your servers can access storage directly. Windows® network clients might
access network storage by using CIFS or WebDAV, while Linux® and UNIX® clients could use
NFS to access the same files.
Many of the NetApp solutions for Documentum discussed in this paper use NetApp Snapshot™
as an enabling technology. A Snapshot copy is a read-only point-in-time image of the active file
system created by preserving the pointers to all the disk blocks currently in use at the time the
Snapshot copy is created. After a Snapshot copy has been created, changes to files are reflected
in updates to the current set of pointers, no differently than if no Snapshot copies existed.
Snapshot copies allow you to make frequent, rapid point-in-time copies of your Documentum
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repository and can be scheduled to occur automatically using a number of GUI tools such as
System Manager or from the command line.
Snapshot copies can be utilized as consistent, read-only sources for backups and can be used as lowoverhead online copies for easy recovery from potential data loss. The Snapshot process incurs no
performance overhead and is designed to minimize disk space consumption. The Snapshot copies are
"invisible" to users under ordinary circumstances—unless the administrator chooses to make them
visible.
RAID-DP® is a standard Data ONTAP feature that safeguards your data from double disk failure.
RAID-DP is a double-parity RAID 6 implementation that prevents data loss when two drives fail and
gives you data protection plus high performance.

5.1

SNAPLOCK

Most compliance regulations require protections against the alternation or early deletion of certain
types of content, and some specifically require content to be stored in an immutable state on
WORM media. Documentum is designed to manage objects through business-aligned workflows
and lifecycles. Your Documentum landscape will have unique performance, scalability, and
availability needs that require agility in the supporting storage systems. You have the flexibility of
mixing WORM and non-WORM volumes within the same storage system and peace of mindthat
your Documentum databases, indexes, and content stores may have the highest level of
protection.
SnapLock® exists in two modes: compliance and enterprise. The compliance mode was
designed to assist organizations in implementing a comprehensive archival solution that meets
strict regulatory retention requirements such as dictated by the SEC and several healthcare
governing bodies. Records and files committed to WORM storage on a SnapLock Compliance
volume cannot be altered or deleted before the expiration of their retention period. Moreover, a
SnapLock Compliance volume cannot be destroyed until all data have reached the end of their
retention period.
SnapLock Enterprise is geared toward assisting organizations that are more self-regulated and
want to have greater flexibility in protecting digital assets with WORM-type data storage. Data
stored as WORM on a SnapLock Enterprise volume are protected from alteration or modification
with one main difference from SnapLock Compliance: as the files being stored are not for strict
regulatory compliance, a SnapLock Enterprise volume can be destroyed by an administrator with
root privileges on the FAS system containing the SnapLock Enterprise volume, even if the
designed retention period has not yet passed. In both modes, the retention period can be
extended, but not shortened, as this is incongruous with the concept of immutability. In addition,
NetApp SnapLock data volumes are equipped with a tamper-proof compliance clock that is used
as a time reference to block forbidden operations on files, even if the system time is tampered
with. The SnapLock Compliance clock is discussed in detail in TR-3618.
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Either type of SnapLock volume can be used when choosing to enable Content Services for
SnapLock during the Documentum installation process.

Figure 2) Documentum Content sServices for SnapLock.

A detailed introduction to SnapLock can be found in TR-3263. You can learn more about how
Documentum uses SnapLock for content files in the Content Server administration guide
available on Powerlink.
5.2

FAS DEDUPLICATION

ECM applications such as Documentum tend to create many versions of base documents as they
are carried through workflows and lifecycles. These numerous document revisions create many
redundant data blocks. NetApp deduplication is a , core component of Data ONTAP, and can be
obtained at no additional cost. NetApp has the first deduplication capability that can be used
broadly across many applications, including primary data, backup data, and archival data
managed by Documentum. When combined with Documentum, data deduplication enables
compelling storage efficiencies.
Currently, NetApp is the only vendor with a WORM-compliant storage system that also supports
block-level deduplication. Cohasset Associates has independently verified that SnapLock
Compliance and SnapLock Enterprise volumes can be deduplicated and continue to comply with
the original immutability requirements. To view this report, visit www.netapp.com/us/library/analystreports/ar-netapp-snaplock-compliance.html. Currently, NetApp offers the only suitable storage
platform for strict adherence to SEC 17a-4, NASD 3110, DOD 5015, Sarbanes-Oxley, and HIPAA
requirements that also supports block-level deduplication.
The Documentum Content Storage Services (CSS) license is required in order to enable application
single-instance storage (SIS) and compression at the file level. Without this license, compression and
document SIS cannot be enabled. Even in cases where Documentum CSS has been licensed, the
application SIS only operates on completely identical documents, and there is no benefit across the
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numerous document versions, which are similar but not identical. Since FAS deduplication acts at the
block level, the base document is stored, while only unique block-level differences across the versions
consume additional space. In this way NetApp helps you to save money and improve storage
efficiency with no additional cost.
For more information about NetApp deduplication, see TR-3505.

5.3

DATA REPLICATION

NetApp offers a comprehensive integrated data protection portfolio that includes the integration of
data replication, backup, and disaster recovery. SnapMirror® simplifies data replication so you
can use a single solution across all NetApp storage arrays and protocols for any application in
both virtual and traditional environments in a variety of configurations. SnapMirror supports
synchronous replication; semisynchronous replication, which defines recovery point objectives
(RPOs) in seconds with minimal effect on the host application; and asynchronous replication,
which is the most cost-effective solution and can meet RPOs ranging from one minute to one day.
Resources are efficiently used because SnapMirror updates include only incremental disk blocks,
which can be deduped and compressed even before transfer across the network. The recovery
process supports granular recovery time objectives, so you can get back to business faster. Your
local NetApp sales representative has additional tools to help you plan, administer, and monitor
your data replication across the enterprise.
SnapVault® extends this disk-to-disk capability by offering backups. Like SnapMirror, it uses thin
replication methodology: after the first full backup, SnapVault transfers and stores only unique,
changed blocks, but each incremental SnapVault backup still appears and operates like a full
backup of the data. The added benefit is the retention of multiple Snapshot copy backups made
over time online for faster restoration. SnapVault also gives users the power to choose which
data gets backed up, the frequency of backup, and how long the backup copies are retained.
SnapVault integration with SnapMirror means that you can vault your replicated SnapMirror
copies to a tertiary site, as demonstrated in Figure 3. These copies can be used to restore in the
event of a disaster that could affect both primary and secondary sites. You can restore data from
your vaulted copies in the third site.

Figure 3) Data replication using SnapMirror and SnapVault.

While SnapMirror allows the primary to secondary relationship to be reversed, as in the case of a
disaster, SnapVault help you to create and to protect a series of incremental backups on the
destination storage array. This capability allows you to perform a full or incremental data restore
based on the point in time desired. Each of these incremental backups is browsable as a full file
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system with files in the original data format. The SnapLock operations discussed in section 5.1
are available when paired with SnapMirror and SnapVault. The SnapVault best practices guide is
found in TR-3487. The SnapMirror best practices guide is TR-3446. Your NetApp sales
representative has a number of sizing tools and monitors that can help you to calculate data
transfer characteristics, based on the connecting network and business requirements.
When combined with Documentum, this provides a powerful undelete mechanism to recover content
purged from the repository. For example, when an object is deleted, the Documentum content server
deletes the sysobject, but does not delete the associated content object in the database. The
administrator would enter a DQL query to obtain the r_object_id based on some known data about the
Documentum object, such as owner, creation date, or file type. Once the r_object_id is known, the
administrator can determine the path for the document on the file store. Then you would browse the
file system presented through SnapVault view to recover the deleted file.

5.4

SNAPDRIVE FOR WINDOWS

NetApp SnapDrive® for Windows will help you to manage your NetApp SAN or iSCSI-based

storage from a Windows server and is especially useful for database or index engines running on
Microsoft® Windows servers. For example, from the side of the Windows host you can initiate a
Snapshot copy of a LUN, resize storage, and initiate numerous administrative functions. It is
tightly integrated with the Microsoft NTFS file system and provides a layer of abstraction between
application data and physical storage associated with that data. There are many advantages of
having SnapDrive for Windows installed, including increasing storage utilization, dynamically
managing volumes, enabling business continuance, increasing reliability, and speedy backups.
These technical advantages can result in increased availability, lower total cost of ownership,
increased responsiveness, and simplification of storage management. By installing SnapDrive for
Windows on your Documentum servers, you will greatly simplify the process of creating,
connecting, and managing both FC and iSCSI-attached storage. Refer to TR-3197 for a more
complete technical discussion of SnapDrive for Windows. The best practices documentation,
installation checklist, and troubleshooting guides are found on the NetApp Support site.
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5.5

SNAPDRIVE FOR UNIX

NetApp SnapDrive for UNIX simplifies server storage management tasks for SAN or iSCSI storage
on NetApp. It is available for AIX, HP-UX, Oracle® Linux, Red Hat Enterprise Linux, SUSE Linux,
and Solaris. SnapDrive for UNIX provides an integrated provisioning tool that simplifies storage
management and increases availability and reliability of application data. By installing SnapDrive
for UNIX on your Documentum servers, you will enable key functionality, including error-free
application storage provisioning, consistent data Snapshot copies, rapid application recovery, and
the ability to easily manage FC and iSCSI LUNs. SnapDrive for UNIX complements the native file
system and volume manager while seamlessly integrating with the clustering technology
supported by the host operating system. These technical features result in higher availability,
lower total cost of ownership, and increased responsiveness with simplified storage management.
Refer to TR-3735 for a more complete technical discussion of SnapDrive for UNIX.
5.6

SNAPMANAGER FOR MICROSOFT SQL SERVER

SnapManager® for Microsoft SQL Server® is recommended to protect the Documentum

databases. SnapManager for Microsoft SQL Server is tightly integrated with Microsoft
technologies to help you streamline database storage management while simplifying storage
layout planning, backup, and restore operations for SQL Server databases. It extends the
capabilities of SnapDrive for Windows to bring SQL Server database awareness for actions such
as deleting transaction logs after backup, scripted database recovery, and database backup
verification. SnapManager for Microsoft SQL Server can save you time and money with spaceefficient backup capabilities and automated data management processes. When used with your
Documentum database servers, you can dramatically reduce database recovery times from hours
to minutes, making it one of the fastest backup and recovery solutions available. You can also
use the Windows PowerShell™ cmdlets to automate backup, recovery, and database cloning.
Refer to TR-3821 for best practices when using Microsoft SQL Server on NetApp storage
systems. Additionally, sizing guidelines for Microsoft SQL Server 2005 and 2008 are found in TR3779.
5.7

SNAPMANAGER FOR ORACLE

SnapManager for Oracle automates and simplifies the complex, manual, and time-consuming

processes associated with the backup, recovery, and cloning of Oracle Databases on Microsoft
Windows, UNIX, and Linux platforms. SnapManager for Oracle extends the capabilities of
SnapDrive for Windows and SnapDrive for UNIX. It leverages NetApp Snapshot, SnapRestore®,
and FlexClone® technologies while integrating with the latest Oracle Database releases.
SnapManager also integrates seamlessly with native Oracle technology such as Oracle Real
Application Clusters (RAC), Oracle Recovery Manager (RMAN), Automatic Storage Management
(ASM), and Direct NFS. SnapManager for Oracle operates across FCP, iSCSI, and NFS
protocols to allow IT organizations to scale their storage infrastructure, meet increasingly strict
SLA commitments, and improve the productivity of database and storage administrators across
the entire enterprise. You can use SnapManager for Oracle with your Documentum environment
to streamline database management and automate routine tasks so IT staff can spend more time
on value-added tasks. SnapManager for Oracle best practices are discussed in TR-3761. Further
details on the NetApp best practice guidelines for Oracle 11g are available in TR-3633.
5.8

SYSTEM MANAGER

System Manager is a free Windows applicaiton for NetApp storage systems. It features an
intuitive MMC 3.0-based GUI for simplified device management. You can quickly provision new
storage, manage storage efficiency technologies such as deduplication for FAS, configure
Snapshot functions, manage networking and protocol functions, and more.
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Figure 4) NetApp System Manager.

You would use System Manager to configure the initial Documentum storage environment. It is
ideally suited for a smaller Documentum landscape and environments where enterprise
management tools are not required. Protection Manager would be used to orchestrate the
distributed Documentum data protection functions.
5.9

FLEXCLONE

Many enterprises choose to duplicate the production Documentum landscape for development
and QA activities. A less expensive and more dynamic method is available through FlexClone, a
NetApp storage efficiency technology. FlexClone quickly creates a read-write Snapshot copy of
the Documentum data sets for development and testing workflows.
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Production Clones
Test

Development

QA
Production

Figure 5) NetApp FlexClone for application development workflows.

Figure 5 shows how this could be enabled in your data center. On the left, the primary corporate
data center is represented with a production Documentum landscape. This stack is replicated
using SnapMirror to the secondary or disaster recovery data center. Rather than having this
second copy of the data site remain idle until a recovery is needed, these data sets will be used in
support of the production environment. You do not need to build redundant and expensive
Documentum test and development environments, each with storage equal to production. NetApp
FlexClone helps you to execute application development cycles on thin read/write copies of the
data volumes, without compromising the DR failover capability. FlexClone helps you to increase
productivity with far less disk storage, since cloned data copies are virtual images. The result is
that your requirements for data center space, power, and cooling will be dramatically reduced.
Code changes and application upgrades can be tested without modifying the DR copy of the
production data set. Multiple read/write copies can be instantiated and deleted without ever
affecting the copy you keep for a disaster scenario. With FlexClone you can manage many more
testing scenarios in less time, with less risk and at a significantly lower cost. A more detailed
technical discussion about using FlexClone for application development, including new product
features such as file cloning, is found in TR-3347 and TR-3742.
5.10 METROCLUSTER
NetApp provides another line of defense to protect your IT services in support of the business.
Continuous availability can be protection beyond the storage array in the data center or the
regional campus. NetApp MetroCluster™ extends the foundational mirroring technologies to help
protect business-critical data and enhance application availability by providing automatic and
transparent recovery from failures beyond the array, such as power, cooling, and network
failures, and provides automated single-command recovery for sitewide failures. It is an easy-toadminister solution that helps keep your data available and current at all times, even in the event
of the loss of an entire data center.
In addition to addressing unplanned downtime, MetroCluster can also eliminate planned
downtime. One node in a MetroCluster system can be shut down to perform maintenance or
upgrade activities without disrupting critical applications. This allows you to transparently replace
hardware field-replaceable units and provide software upgrades or patches to Data ONTAP.
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All of the potential protection provided by core NetApp technology still applies in a MetroCluster
configuration, namely, RAID-DP, Snapshot copies, deduplication, thin provisioning, and more.
However, MetroCluster adds complete synchronous mirroring along with the ability to perform a
complete site failover from a storage perspective with a single command. You can automate the
failover if MetroCluster determines one of the nodes is no longer responsive. By utilizing
MetroCluster in a Documentum environment, you can deploy a comprehensive solution to
address both application and data availability. Whether you have a single data center or multiple
data centers in a campus or metropolitan area, MetroCluster is a cost-effective solution that can
provide the continuous availability and data protection you need to keep your Documentum
environment going.

Figure 6) MetroCluster delivers continuous Documentum availability to 24x7 data center.

Figure 6 illustrates this concept with two storage arrays in a MetroCluster configuration across the
two corporate data centers. All volumes, LUNs, and ultimately the data are fully redundant. The
unified storage cluster acts as a single entity. Data are written synchronously to both sides at all
times, so each storage array is an exact replica of the other. If one location is interrupted, the
other side can pick up the work and continue without any interruption to your users. In this way
MetroCluster is designed to provide you with zero data loss and no downtime.
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SnapMirror, described earlier, complements MetroCluster and can further extend the protection
of data from regional disasters. A multisite solution is desirable if your business requires zero
data loss.

Figure 7) NetApp MetroCluster plus FlexClone for Documentum protection and development.

Figure 7 illustrates the extension of the data protection illustrated in Figure 6. Using MetroCluster
to synchronously replicate Documentum between two sites within a campus or metropolitan area
and SnapMirror to asynchronously mirror the same data sets across long distances using a WAN,
you can get the best of both worlds: seamless failover capabilities with minimal data loss over
metropolitan areas and disaster protection over wide areas. FlexClone could still be enabled to
allow for thin read/write copies of the data in the third data center.
MetroCluster design and implementation details are found in TR-3548. If you are planning to
deploy Documentum in a virtualized environment, TR-3788 explains how to integrate VMware®
virtualization with MetroCluster. To learn more about how NetApp MetroCluster can provide
continuous availability of Oracle RAC and OVM, refer to WP-7088.
5.11 PROTECTION MANAGER
As data centers grow and the disparate islands of storage increase, it becomes important to unify
resource management as you monitor numerous data protection relationships across multiple
storage systems. By centrally orchestrating the data protection setup for your NetApp
environment, you begin to apply coordinated policies across your enterprise and consistently
meet your data protection service-level agreements. This productivity improvement automates
processes, reduces time and resources, and simplifies the required expertise to perform complex
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backup and replication tasks. As a result, there is an increase in storage efficiency that reduces
operational and capital expenditures, which in turn leads to higher profitability.
Protection Manager is a centralized data protection application with end-to-end, policy-based
management and seamless integration of the Snapshot, SnapVault, and SnapMirror family of
solutions. Storage administrators can work with higher level concepts such as data sets,
protection policies, and resource pools instead of individual databases, LUNs, storage volumes,
or disks. The Protection Manager GUI provides a foundation for management applications so that
data protection workflows can be designed to meet specific business needs and IT requirements.

Figure 8) NetApp Protection Manager dashboard.

Figure 8 shows the protection dashboard with various events and status reports to provide a highlevel overview of the data center protection activities.
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Protection Manager can be used to orchestrate the data protection activities described in earlier
sections. For example, you might have a business requirement that states you are to protect the
Documentum environment by creating an exact mirror in a second data center and historical
backups in a third data center. The Documentum databases, index, application binaries, and file
stores would be aggregated within a Protection Manager data set to then be managed as a
complete resource unit. A high-level summary of one such workflow is summarized in Figure 9.

Figure 9) Workflow summary for Documentum protection.

You would use Protection Manager to design the specific workflows that would be required to
protect Documentum while simultaneously balancing storage efficiency and cost savings with
data availability and system performance. By defining these workflows in Protection Manager,
you create fully scripted, fully automated Documentum data protection across your data center.
The GUI interface presents an overview of each application environment and allows you to drill
down on specific jobs and steps within jobs.
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Figure 10) Protection Manager data sets for Documentum.

You can quickly get details on specific objects in the workflow that could cause problems with
your data protection plan (or requirements). Figure 11 shows what would be a possible call for
action for the storage administrator. Such an error might already be in the process of remediation
if AutoSupport™ is enabled for the respective storage controller. AutoSupport is a method of
sending automated notifications that might require attention to NetApp.
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Figure 11) Error status with Protection Manager data set for Documentum.

Start by creating a protection policy that defines how these relationships should be structured.
The policy in figures 9 and 11 display how the production Documentum volumes are to be backed
up to Texas and simultaneously mirrored to Arizona. After the policy is activated on a data set,
Protection Manager creates the necessary relationships on the associated storage controllers.
Your application administrators can provide custom scripts to be invoked during specific modes of
operation to manage application state changes. For example, Protection Manager would invoke a
script to set the Documentum content stores to read only by setting the r_status attribute to 2.
Because of the Protection Manager integration with the SnapManager products, your databases
can be captured at the same moment to provide a consistent point-in-time image of the entire
Documentum landscape to be mirrored and backed up according to your data protection
standards. Your policies defined in Protection Manager will reflect the business and technical
requirements for application recovery point objectives (RPOs) and recovery time objectives
(RTOs).
A comprehensive survey of Protection Manager capabilities is discussed in TR-3710.

6

SUMMARY

In the business world, success is achieved by reducing costs, automating routine processes, and
improving aligned efficiencies. To achieve these goals, many companies are moving toward
Documentum to store and manage electronic documents. Documentum provides a flexible
platform that brings automation and intelligence to the creation, management, and business
processes of electronic documents.
NetApp storage solutions deliver high availability, backup, compliance, and disaster recovery
services directly from the storage, enabling you to replace multiple products with a single, highefficiency platform. When Documentum is deployed using the integrated data protection
technologies from NetApp, you can lower IT costs without compromising availability or
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performance. You can increase the speed and reliability of data protection with high-speed
Snapshot copies of your entire Documentum environment. These NetApp technologies help you
to complete disk-to-disk backups in minutes and improve overall data availability. These
replication and backup workflows for Documentum can be orchestrated and monitored across
your data centers using Protection Manager. The remote DR Documentum copies can easily be
thin cloned and tested for upgrades or patches without compromising disaster recovery.
Documentum and NetApp together help you to easily satisfy performance and scalability needs
for the ECM repository and business processes, while simultaneously meeting legal and
regulatory requirements by creating immutable Documentum file stores on SnapLock volumes
within your existing storage array.
NetApp offers robust, cost-effective business continuity and data protection solutions for your
Documentum environment. By combining network and storage management with operational
simplicity and flexibility, NetApp solutions can lower the overall costs of and simultaneously
improve data protection for Documentum.
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NetApp provides no representations or warranties regarding the accuracy, reliability or serviceability of any
information or recommendations provided in this publication, or with respect to any results that may be
obtained by the use of the information or observance of any recommendations provided herein. The
information in this document is distributed AS IS, and the use of this information or the implementation of
any recommendations or techniques herein is a customer’s responsibility and depends on the customer’s
ability to evaluate and integrate them into the customer’s operational environment. This document and
the information contained herein may be used solely in connection with the NetApp products discussed
in this document.
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